1. **Vocabulary:** (單字選擇)
   1. His ________ is to become a columnist.
      A) ambition  B) biology  C) biography  D) want
   2. During the earthquake, our house ________ wildly.
      A) violated  B) exceeded  C) shook  D) rescued
   3. It takes patience to settle this ________.
      A) confront  B) argument  C) answer  D) building
   4. I cannot ________ the temptation of chocolate.
      A) insist  B) persist  C) resist  D) consist
   5. He tried ________ to persuade her to accept the offer.
      A) in vain  B) do his best  C) out of date  D) up and down
   6. It is hard to make little kids sit still; they are very ________.
      A) sincere  B) energetic  C) reckless  D) impressive
   7. It took years of striving and waiting before the film director could ________ such great success.
      A) achieve  B) struggle  C) research  D) melt
   8. This novel is ________ on life of a famous singer.
      A) basic  B) the base  C) based  D) basing
   9. The hamburger has been part of the American ________ since the beginning of the 20th century.
      A) diet  B) art  C) property  D) civilization
   10. It was ________ that the young man saved the drowning boy.
      A) shameless  B) admirable  C) entertaining  D) difficult
   11. The flooding caused by the typhoon left many people suffering ________.
      A) cheerfully  B) impatiently  C) severely  D) peacefully
   12. The attack on the buildings has ________ worldwide attention.
      A) attracted  B) distracted  C) focused  D) denied
   13. The cave served as a shelter, ________ mountain hikers from rain and cold.
      A) damaging  B) replacing  C) protecting  D) frightening
   14. The film director is ________ working on a new adventure movie. He won't be available until the film is completed.
      A) currently  B) particularly  C) economically  D) permanently
   15. Although he is an American, he ________ with the Chinese.
      A) recognizes  B) apologizes  C) identifies  D) experiments
   16. There is keen ________ between the two rivals.
      A) competition  B) repetition  C) inspiration  D) observation
   17. The mother shows deep ________ for her children.
      A) affect  B) effect  C) affection  D) infection
   18. The badly wounded soldier looked at the doctor in ________.
      A) repair  B) despair  C) agent  D) affair
   19. In the West, the color red ________ love.
      A) appoints  B) comments  C) represents  D) denies
20. Her parents didn't ________ of her going abroad.
   A) approve    B) persuade    C) encourage    D) inspect

11. **Grammar** (文法選擇)
21. Do you spend hours ________ with your friends online?
   A) to chat    B) chatting    C) chat    D) chats

22. I am ________ with the class.
   A) bored    B) boring    C) bore    D) bores

23. Male students like to play online games. ________ the other hand, female students like to keep blogs.
   A) At    B) In    C) On    D) To

24. I like to talk face ________ face with my family and friends.
   A) to    B) on    C) at    D) with

25. She speaks good Spanish, ________ she has a strong Italian accent.
   A) and    B) but    C) or    D) with

26. You can take the subway ________ the bus to the spa center.
   A) and    B) but    C) or    D) with

27. It gets very hot ________ the summer in Taiwan.
   A) in    B) at    C) on    D) of

28. Albert Einstein was born ________ March 14th, 1879.
   A) at    B) in    C) on    D) with

   A) in    B) at    C) on    D) with

30. How often ________ Lucy late for school?
   A) do    B) is    C) does    D) are

31. ________ they members of our football club?
   A) Were    B) Did    C) Do    D) Was

32. ________ Leon and Mary work for our company in 2007?
   A) Are    B) Do    C) Did    D) Were

33. ________ you on vacation during Chinese New Year holiday last year?
   A) Are    B) Were    C) Don't    D) Do

34. I would like to have some ________ in my coffee.
   A) milking    B) milks    C) milk    D) milked

35. Mix together ________ honey, vinegar, and water.
   A) a little    B) a few    C) some little    D) few

36. This lake is much ________ than the one near my house.
   A) deep    B) deeper    C) deeply    D) deepness

37. The children think that they can ________ a six-foot hole.
   A) dig    B) die    C) duty    D) due

38. The ________ office is on Main Street.
   A) dentists    B) dentist whose    C) dentist's    D) of the dentist
39. You had ______ study for the exam.
   A) better    B) supposed to   C) go    D) ought

40. Maybe the show was ________.
   A) cancellation  B) cancelled  C) cancel  D) canceling

III. Cloze (破綻選擇)

Questions 41-45

The Environmental Protection Agency in the United States hopes to clear the lungs of millions of children 41) ______ secondhand smoke. The EPA found that children who breathe secondhand smoke are more 42) ______ suffer from frequent and severe asthma attacks. Secondhand smoke is a mixture of the smoke 43) ______ by a cigarette, pipe, or cigar, and the smoke exhaled from the lungs of smokers. Secondhand smoke has 44) ______ a known cause of lung cancer and 45) ______ the deaths of several thousand non-smokers from lung cancer every year.

41. A) proposed  B) supposed to  C) exposed to  D) imposed
42. A) apt to    B) used to     C) probable to  D) reliable to
43. A) seen off  B) taken off   C) given off  D) put off
44. A) been classified as  B) classified  C) advertised  D) been classified
45. A) as a result of  B) resulting from  C) results in  D) as a result

Questions 46-50

Nari, Taiwan’s worst typhoon in decades, produced 46) ______ rain within two days. Nari flooded many MRT stations, and it 47) ______ months to repair everything. Damage 48) ______ farms, livestock and fisheries reached nearly NTS20 million. A relief fund has been set up to help Taipei, Keelung, and Ilan’s 49) ______ areas in northern Taiwan 50) ______ buildings were destroyed and bridges washed away.

46. A) a large number of  B) a great deal of  C) a series of  D) a variety of
47. A) cost  B) took  C) spent  D) made
48. A) at  B) to  C) with  D) on
49. A) hardly-stricken  B) hard-hit  C) seriously-stricken  D) badly-hitting
50. A) which  B) where  C) what  D) that